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         This US Topo map product is compiled to meet National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS). NMAS horizontal accuracy requires that at least
          90 percent of well-defined points tested are within 0.02 inch of the true position. In this product, the projection line, grids, and
          orthoimage are believed to meet NMAS. Positional accuracy of the other data layers is less controllable because of diversity of data
          sources, and may not meet NMAS. However, other vector layers do generally register well with the orthoimage, which is evidence that the
          overall accuracy is close to meeting NMAS.
      
       
         Vertical accuracy report: US Topo contours are derived from the USGS 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) 1/3 arc-second DEM data. Accuracy
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             vector digital data
             This dataset contains points representing city hall and town hall government buildings in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. This includes a building or building complex that serves as a primary location for a local or municipal government’s administrative functions.  These buildings are generally called City Hall, Town Hall, Village Hall, Municipal Building, Municipal Center, City Building or similar designation.   The purpose of this dataset is to document the spatial location of such buildings for general cartographic representation purposes on USGS mapping products at 1:24,000 scale.  Supplemental information: Excluded are county, state, or federal level administration buildings or historical buildings that are no longer used for government administration. This dataset is dynamic and not complete at this time. Additions and updates are provided by volunteers through the USGS' The National Map Corps (TNMCorps) crowdsourcing project. 
              Although these data and associated metadata have been reviewed for accuracy and completeness, no warranty expressed or implied is made regarding the display or utility of the data on any other system or for general or scientific purposes, nor shall the act of distribution constitute any such warranty.
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             This dataset contains point features representing some types of courthouse buildings in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. This includes county courthouses, state supreme courthouses, and the Supreme Court of the United States. The purpose is to document the spatial location and physical address of courthouse buildings for general cartographic representation purposes on USGS mapping products at 1:24,000 scale. 
              This dataset does not contain appellate courts, federal courts, tribal courts, municipal, village, or town courts, specialty courts (e.g., family, probate, juvenile, or bankruptcy courts), or historic courthouse buildings which no longer function as an active court. The information in this dataset was collected between 2017 and 2018 by volunteers through the USGS The National Map Corps (TNMCorps) crowdsourcing project.
              Although these data and associated metadata have been reviewed for accuracy and completeness, no warranty expressed or implied is made regarding the display or utility of the data on any other system or for general or scientific purposes, nor shall the act of distribution constitute any such warranty. 
              
              Supplemental information: The County level court buildings handle the bulk of county-level court functions, usually located in the city designated as a county seat. The state supreme courthouse data represents the court buildings, usually located in the city designated as the state capital, which house the ultimate judicial tribunal in a state's court system. The Supreme Court of the United States is represented by a single data point. County level courts are referred to differently in different states. The data points for county courthouses may also contain superior, circuit, and district courts where the "County" court designation does not apply within an individual state court system.
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						 U.S. Geological Survey, National Geospatial Technical Operations Center - National Elevation Dataset is a component of
							a comprehensive base geospatial data model.
						 20020401
						 Hypsography
						 Vector digital data
						 This contour featureclass was generated from the 1/3 arc-second version of the 3D Elevation Program. The intended
							viewing scale for these features is 1:24,000. The contours are derived from a filtered elevation raster to achieve
							smoother arcs. In some areas, the 3DEP data may be modified by the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) flow lines and water
							bodies to facilitate improved integration between the hypsography and hydrography on USGS map products. These contours
							were generated primarily for use as a layer in GeoPDFs created in the digital mapping program. The raster data source of
							contours is the 3D Elevation Program 1/3 arc-second layer. Secondary datasets include the high resolution flow lines,
							water bodies, and areas from the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD). The NHD layers are used in hydro-enforcement of the
							DEM prior to contour generation. The goals of the hydro-enforcement are to prevent contour lines from extending over the
							surface of water bodies and to align the contour reentrants with the NHD single- line streams. The 3DEP raster cells are
							converted to points. Those points, along with the NHD flow lines are input into an interpolation tool to create a new
							surface. The NHD water bodies and areas are preprocessed to attach the minimum and maximum elevation to each polygon. From
							these precalculated values, an appropriate value is calculated by which to raise the elevation cells under the NHD
							polygons. The NHD polygons are then converted into rasters, which in turn will be used to generate a mosaic that includes
							the new raster surface. The mosaic is filtered to provide smoother contour lines. Contours are generated and depression
							and index contours are identified. There is no guarantee or warranty concerning the accuracy of the data. Users should be
							aware that temporal changes may have occurred since these data were collected and generated and that some parts of these
							data may no longer represent actual surface conditions. Hydro-enforcement and generalization can also significantly alter
							the spatial characteristics of the contours. Users should not use these data for critical applications without a full
							awareness of its limitations.
						 http://Hs.gov/
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						 U.S. Geological Survey
						 2016
						 Land Cover - Woodland
						 Vector digital data
						 The Woodland Tint is a derivative land cover product created using several national map layers: three National Land
							Cover Database (NLCD) 2011 raster layers (Tree Canopy, Imperviousness, and Land Cover); and two vector layers (National
							Hydrography Dataset and Transportation). The process begins with masking the NLCD 2011 Tree Canopy Data cartographic with
							NLCD 2011 Imperviousness (values from 1-100), and NLCD 2011 Land Cover (value 11 = Open Water). The resulting raster data
							with canopy values of 20 and greater are converted to woodland vector polygons and smoothed via the Paek Algorithm. The
							woodland polygons are masked with buffered Transportation (Roads, Airport Runways, and Railroads) and Hydrography (NHD
							Areas excluding Inundation Area and NHD Waterbodies excluding Swamp/Marsh). The resulting polygons are checked for scale
							appropriate size (minimum size of one acre), and the small woodland polygons as well as small clearings within the
							woodland polygons are deleted. For Hawaii and Puerto Rico, two National Land Cover Database (NLCD) raster layers (Tree
							Canopy 2011 and Imperviousness 2001): and two vector layers(National Hydrography Dataset and Transportation) are used. The
							resulting raster data is carried out as before to produce the polygon vector data. For Alaska, the Woodland Tint is a
							derivative land cover product created using five national map layers: one raster layer, National Land Cover Database
							(NLCD) 2011 (Land Cover); and four vector layers (National Hydrography Dataset, Transportation Roads, Transportation
							Airports and Transportation Railroads). The process begins with combining three NLCD 2011 Land Cover V1 Classes (41 -
							Deciduous Forest, 42 - Evergreen Forest, and 43 - Mixed Forest). The resulting raster data was converted to woodland
							vector polygons, and smoothed via the Paek Algorithm. The woodland polygons are masked with buffered Transportation
							(Roads, Airport Runways, and Railroads) and Hydrography (NHD Areas excluding Inundation Areas and NHD Waterbodies
							excluding Swamp/Marsh). The resulting polygons are checked for scale appropriate size (minimum size of one acre), and the
							small woodland polygons as well as small clearings within the woodland polygons are deleted.
						 http://nationalmap.gov
						 https://www.mrlc.gov/nlcd2011.php
					
				
				 24000
				 digital data
				 
					 
						 
							 20010101
							 20110101
						
					
					 publication date
				
				 Land Cover - Woodland
				 National Landcover Dataset; National Hydrography Dataset; National Transportation Dataset
			
			 
				 
					 
						 U.S. Geological Survey in cooperation with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, USDA Forest Service, and other
							Federal, State and local partners. National Hydrography Dataset is a component of a comprehensive base geospatial data
							model.
						 20100820
						 Hydrography
						 vector digital data
						 The National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) is a feature-based database that interconnects and uniquely identifies the
							stream segments or reaches that make up the nation's surface water drainage system. The high-resolution NHD was originally
							created using 1:24,000-scale data. State and Local Stewards are improving the data by incorporating local updates based on
							more current and more accurate source data. Water features in the real world are relatively dynamic and the differences at
							the time of data collection mean that water features may not register exactly to other layers. The hydrographic feature
							names contained in and displayed by the NHD are extracted and validated from the Geographic Names Information System
							(GNIS). Spatial objects may be filtered or generalized to achieve a 1:24,000-scale representation.
						 http://nhd.usgs.gov/
						 http://nhd.usgs.gov/gnis.html
						 http://nhdgeo.usgs.gov/metadata/nhd_high.htm
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							 20050127
							 20171003
						
					
					 publication date
				
				 Hydrography
				 Hydrography features and feature names
			
			 
         
           
             USFS
             2015
             Transportation, USFS FSTopo roads
             Vector digital data
             The FSTopo database was originally populated with Cartographic Feature File (CFF) data. CFF data were derived from the standard
              Forest Service Primary Base Series (PBS) or Single Edition Series (SES) map as part of the Forest Service National Geographic
              Information System Plan. PBS and SES maps were developed from the U.S. Geological Survey 1:24,000-scale, 7.5-minute topographic map
              series, with enhancements and regular revisions to satisfy Forest Service needs. Except in Alaska, where 1:63,360-scale maps are used,
              the original USGS 1:24,000-scale source maps were constructed to meet National Map Accuracy Standards, which require that 90 percent of
              all well-defined features shown on the map are within .02 inches of their true location. CFF data were collected using methods and the
              best technologies available to ensure that digitized elements were captured within .003 inches of corresponding elements shown on source
              maps. The USDA Geospatial Service and Technology Center (GSTC) uses the same data collection accuracy standard for additions and
              revisions to the data. Only maps in USDA Forest Service areas will contain USDA Forest roads.
             http://www.fs.fed.us/gstc/
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20121109
               20170622
            
          
           publication date
        
         Roads - USFS FSTopo
         Road centerlines, route numbers, road classification, street names
      
       
         
           
             Various government agencies and volunteer organizations
             2020
             Transportation, Recreational Trails
             Vector digital data
             Recreational trails were first added to US Topo maps in 2013. The trails displayed on the US Topo are from multiple government agencies. Accuracy and currency vary by source and are the responsibility of the data owner. USGS evaluates the authoritativeness of the source but does not independently verify data accuracy. USGS does not modify the trails data except to remove duplicate trails and in some cases trails coincident with roads. Users should always consult local agencies for the most current trail information.                         
              
              This is not a complete dataset and is subject to change at any time. Content will be added as data become available from land management agencies and other authoritative sources. This metadata section documents data sources for all maps, not this specific map. Trails listed here may not be present on all relevant maps due to schedule differences between data delivery and US Topo production schedules. US Topo does not portray access and travel management information about specific trails. Feature-level metadata is not provided in the US Topo product and there is no link between a line on the map and the source of that specific trail.  
              
              Trails on federal lands were provided by U.S. Forest Service (USFS), National Park Service (NPS), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The sources of National Scenic Trails (NST) include: Continental Divide NST provided by the Continental Divide Trail Coalition in cooperation with the USFS; New England NST provided by NPS and the Appalachian Mountain Club; Ice Age NST provided by the volunteer organization Ice Age Trail Alliance in cooperation with NPS and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources; Pacific Crest NST provided by USFS; Appalachian NST published by the Appalachian Trail Conservancy in cooperation with NPS and USFS; North Country NST provided by NPS; Arizona NST data published by AZGEO Clearinghouse in cooperation with USFS; Pacific Northwest NST provided by USFS; Natchez Trace NST provided by NPS; Florida NST provided by the USFS; Potomac Heritage NST provided by NPS. National Scenic Trails will have breaks in the network. This is due to lack of coverage provided by the trail source or a removal of trails coincident with roads. In some cases, USGS will replace a segment of NST on federal or state lands if the land management agency provides a more accurate trail centerline than the original NST source. The replaced segment will be designated as a National Scenic Trail. 
              
              Trails from state partners are included and provided by the State departments of Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation, Parks and Wildlife, or similar departments. This data includes AK, AR, CA, CO, CT, IA, ID, IN, KY, MI, MO, ND, NE, NJ, OH, TN, TX, UT, WA, WV.  Additional state partner data will be integrated into the Trails dataset over time and may not be listed here. 
              
              Some US Topo products may display trails provided by the International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA); however, IMBA trails are being phased out of USGS products and will not be shown on future versions of the map.
             https://nationalmap.usgs.gov
             https://www.nps.gov/ncrc/programs/nts/nts_trails.html
             http://www.pnts.org
             https://www.fws.gov/gis/data/national/
             https://data.fs.usda.gov/geodata/edw/datasets.php?dsetCategory=transportation
             https://landscape.blm.gov/geoportal/catalog/BLMNational/BLMNational.page
             https://appalachiantrail.org/; http://www.iceagetrail.org/; 
              https://azgeo.az.gov/azgeo/; https://continentaldividetrail.org/; 
              https://www.pnt.org/; https://newenglandtrail.org/; 
              https://www.nps.gov/natt/index.htm 
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20161206
               20161206
            
          
           publication date
        
         Recreational Trails
         Trail centerline, trail name, trail use type; availability of trail name and use type varies by source.
      
			 
				 
					 
						 U.S. Census Bureau, Geography Division
						 2014
						 Transportation, Census Roads
						 vector digital data
					   Dataset source is Census Bureau MAF/TIGER database extracts in the form of TIGER/Line Shapefiles. The TIGER/Line shapefiles and related database files are an extract of selected geographic and cartographic information from the U.S.  Census Bureau's Master Address File/Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (MAF/TIGER) Database (MTDB). The MTDB represents a seamless national file with no overlaps or gaps between parts, however, each TIGER/Line shapefile is designed to stand alone as an independent dataset, or they can be combined to cover the entire nation. The U.S. Geological Survey filters Census roads to remove driveways and short local unnamed road segments which are less than 500 feet in length. The USGS National Transportation Dataset functional road classification system is applied to the Census datasets. The functional road class includes, limited access highway, secondary highway, local connector, local road 4wd, tunnel, ferry route, and closed. Closed roads were approved in 2020 to align with USFS schema and will be incorporated into the NTD in 2021. The original TIGER/Line Shapefile products are not copyrighted however TIGER/Line and Census TIGER are registered trademarks of the U.S. Census Bureau. The horizontal spatial accuracy information present in the TIGER/Line shapefiles is provided for the purposes of statistical analysis and census operations only and the data may not be suitable for high-precision measurement applications. Full metadata for TIGER/Line shapefiles is available from U.S. Census Bureau.
					   http://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger.html
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				 Roads - Census
				 Road centerlines, route numbers, road classification, street names
			
			 
         
           
              U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service - Washington Office Automated Lands Program (ALP). 
             2009
             USDA Forest Service Boundary
             vector digital data
             The forest service boundaries defined by the USDA Forest Service encompassing the National Forest System (NFS) lands within the
              original proclaimed National Forests, along with lands added to the NFS which have taken on the status of 'reserved from the public
              domain' under the General Exchange Act. The following area types are included: National Forest, Experimental Area, Experimental Forest,
              Experimental Range, Land Utilization Project, National Grassland, Purchase Unit, and Special Management Area. The nationwide Proclaimed
              Forest dataset was created by the USDA Forest Service, Washington Office Automated Lands Program (ALP) staff from collected source data
              created by the Regional Offices. Only maps in USDA Forest Service areas will contain USDA Forest boundaries.
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20170630
               20170630
            
          
           publication date
        
         USDA Forest Service Boundaries
         National Forest Service Boundaries
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Census Bureau
             20140401
             State and Equivalent Boundary
             vector digital data
             The Census Bureau collects boundaries from state and county governments through the Boundary and Annexation Survey, and
              publishes the results as TIGER files. The USGS uses the TIGER data without editing or alteration.
             http://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger.html
          
        
         digital data
         
           
             
               20190809
               20190809
            
          
           publication date
        
         State Boundaries
         State and Equivalent Boundary
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Census Bureau
             2014
             County and Equivalent Boundary
             vector digital data
             The Census Bureau collects boundaries from state and county governments through the Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS), and
              publishes the results as TIGER files. The USGS uses the TIGER data without editing or alteration for US Topo.
             http://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger.html
          
        
         digital data
         
           
             
               20180601
               20190601
            
          
           publication date
        
         County Boundaries
         County and Equivalent Boundary
      
       
         
           
             Federal land management agencies
             2018
             Points of Interest
             vector digital data
             Includes campgrounds, trailheads, visitor centers, picnic areas, Ranger stations and federal land management agency
              headquarters. Point data was provided by various federal agencies, such as NPS, US Forest Service, BLM, US FWS. This data is subject to
              change at any time.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
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         digital data
         
           
             
               2016
               2018
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - various
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             State and Federal Partners, updates from The National Map Corp volunteers
             20203001
             Fire Stations
             vector digital data
             This dataset contains points representing building locations of fire stations in the United States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands.  Included are manned fire stations and buildings from which a fire response occurs, such as a volunteer fire department building to which fire fighters report for duty, but which is not continuously manned. Some locations are approximate. Locations solely for storing or maintaining fire equipment, or fire stations without a permanent location, or locations with only administrative functions are generally excluded. This data set may not be complete and is subject to change at any time.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20160727
               20170828
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - Fire Stations
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
              State and Federal Partners, updates from USGS' The National Map Corps volunteers
             20150203
             Law Enforcement
             Vector digital data
             Included are locations where sworn officers of a law enforcement agency are regularly based or stationed. This dataset includes
              local police, county sheriff's offices, state police or highway patrol locations. Most federal law enforcement agency locations are not
              included.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
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         None
         
           
             
               20190425
               20190425
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - Law Enforcement
          Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             State and Federal Partners, updates from USGS' The National Map Corps volunteers 
             20080101
             Schools
             Vector digital data
             The schools within this dataset are composed of Public elementary and secondary education in the US as defined and tracked by
              the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), Common Core Dataset (CCD). Private schools in this dataset are composed of Private
              elementary and secondary education in the US as defined by the Private School Survey, NCES. The colleges and Universities are composed
              of postsecondary education facilities as defined by the Integrated Post Secondary Education System (IPEDS), NCES. Included are Doctoral
              and Research Universities, Masters Colleges and Universities, Baccalaureate Colleges, Associates Colleges, Theological seminaries,
              Medical schools and other health care professions, schools of engineering and technology, business and management, art, music, design,
              Law schools, Teachers colleges, Tribal colleges and other specialized institutions. Changes to base school data may occur through the
              USGS’ The National Map Corps Volunteer Geographic Information project.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
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         None
         
           
             
               20080101
               20081231
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - Schools
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             State and Federal Partners, updates from USGS' The National Map Corps volunteers 
             20110101
             Hospitals
             Vector digital data
             Includes general medical and surgical hospitals, psychiatric, substance abuse and specialty hospitals such as Children's
              hospitals, cancer, maternity and rehabilitation hospitals. Other types of hospitals are included if represented in data sets provided by
              various partners for this compilation. Hospitals operated by the US Department of Veterans Affairs are included. Nursing homes, long
              term care facilities and Urgent Care facilities are generally excluded. Locations that are administrative offices only are excluded from
              the dataset.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
          
        
         24000
         None
         
           
             
               20190425
               20190425
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - Hospitals
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             For the conterminous 48 states - National Agriculture Image Program (NAIP) administered by the Aerial Photography Field Office
              (APFO) for the United States Department of Agriculture.
             Publication Date
             Orthoimagery - CONUS
             Raster digital data or Digital Orthorectified Image or NAIP Digital Ortho Photo Image or Raster digital data or Digital
              Orthorectified Image
             An orthorectified image is a layer in every product and is provided by the USDA-FSA-APFO from the National Agriculture Image
              Program (NAIP) in the conterminous US. This offers the USGS a consistent image product for the conterminous 48 states, normally with a
              one meter resolution in natural color, though resolution varies by collection date, and higher-res source data may be downsampled to 1
              or 1.5 meter resolution for US Topo maps. The NAIP image in this product is public domain with no reuse constraints.
             https://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-and-services/aerial-photography/imagery-programs/naip-imagery/
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20170908
               20181030
            
          
           publication date
        
         Imagery
         Image
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Geological Survey
             Publication Date
             Cemeteries
             Vector digital data
             The Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) is the Federal and national standard for geographic nomenclature. The U.S.
              Geological Survey developed the GNIS in support of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names as the official repository of domestic geographic
              names data, the official vehicle for geographic names use by all departments of the Federal Government, and the source for applying
              geographic names to Federal electronic and printed products. Cemeteries are one feature from the GNIS data base. Cemetery data are
              currently maintained in part with crowdsourcing methods by the USGS National Map Corps project
             https://nationalmap.gov/TheNationalMapCorps/
             http://geonames.usgs.gov/
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         digital data
         
           
             
               19790925
               20190611
            
          
           publication date
        
         Structures - Cemeteries
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             State and Federal Partners, updates from The National Map Corp volunteers
             20200301
             Post Offices
             vector digital data
             Locations designated as a Post Office by the U.S. Postal Service (USPS). The dataset includes those locations which are operated by USPS personnel and offer retail counter services. A Contract Postal Unit (CPU) is generally excluded except for Community Post Office (CPO). Some Remotely Managed Post Office and Village Post Office locations may be included. This dataset may not be complete and is subject to change at any time.
             http://nationalmap.usgs.gov
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         digital data
         
           
             
               20180411
               20190606
            
          
           ground condition
        
         Structures - Post Offices
         Geographic features and feature names
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Geological Survey
             Publication Date
             Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)
             Vector digital data
             The Geographic Names Information System (GNIS) is the Federal and national standard for geographic nomenclature. The U.S.
              Geological Survey developed the GNIS in support of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names as the official repository of domestic geographic
              names data, the official vehicle for geographic names use by all departments of the Federal Government, and the source for applying
              geographic names to Federal electronic and printed products.
             http://geonames.usgs.gov/
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         digital data
         
           
             
               19790925
               20200521
            
          
           publication date
        
         Geographic Names
         Geographic feature names
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
             Publication Date
             Wetlands - Emergent and Forest/Shrub
             vector digital data
             This data set represents the extent, approximate location and type of wetlands and deepwater habitats in the United States and
              its Territories. While the Fish and Wildlife Service produces a variety of wetland categories, only two (Emergent and Forest/Shrub
              wetlands as defined by Cowardin et al. (1979)) are included on US Topo Maps.The emergent wetlands depicted do not include lakes, rivers,
              open water ponds, deepwater marine and estuarine features or non-vegetated, farmed, intermittent and temporarily flooded wetlands. The
              goal is to provide a visual depiction of the approximate location and extent of Emergent and Forest/Shrub wetlands. Digital wetlands
              data are intended for use with base maps and digital aerial photography at a scale of 1:12,000 or smaller. Due to the scale, the primary
              intended use is for data display on the US Topo Maps. This data display is not intended for analysis. The map products were neither
              designed or intended to represent legal or regulatory products. Questions or comments regarding the interpretation or classification of
              wetlands can be addressed by visiting http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/FAQs.html These data were developed in conjunction with the
              publication Cowardin, L.M., V. Carter, F.C. Golet, and E.T. LaRoe. 1979. Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United
              States. U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, DC. FWS/OBS-79/31. For more information on the wetland
              classification codes visit http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Wetland-Codes.html. Note that coastline delineations were drawn to follow
              the extent of wetland features as described by this project and may not match the coastline shown in other base maps.
             http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/
             http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/FAQs.html
             http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/Data/Wetland-Codes.html
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               19820401
               19820401
            
          
           publication date
        
         Wetlands - Emergent and Forest/Shrub
         Spatial information
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Geological Survey
             Publication Date
             Shaded Relief
             raster digital data
             The Shaded relief is a derivative elevation product created from the USGS 3D Elevation Program (3DEP) 1/3 arc-second DEM data.
              First there are five separate shaded relief datasets created from the original data. Each shaded relief has different azimuths and
              altitude values as follows: 00 450, 1350 600, 2700 450, 3150 450, 450 450. These five datasets are then combined into one feature class
              using map algebra to compute the raster layers using the following equation shadedrelief1 + shadedrelief2 + shadedrelief3 +
              (shadedrelief4 x 2) + shaded relief5 \ 6. This equation gives double importance to the 3150 azimuth and 450 elevation.
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               19750101
               20100101
            
          
           publication date
        
         Shaded Relief
         3D Elevation Program
      
       
         
           
             U.S. Geological Survey
             Publication Date
             Grids and Coordinate System
             Geographic Coordinate, U.S. National Grid, and UTM grid values are displayed along the map projection. For Standards and Specifications on USNG visit https://www.fgdc.gov/standards/projects/FGDC-standards-projects/usng/fgdc_std_011_2001_usng.pdf
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         raster data
         
           
             
               Publication Date
               Publication Date
            
          
           publication date
        
         Grids and Coordinate Systems
         U.S. National Grid, UTM grid.
      
       
         Grids and coordinate system annotation are computed for US Topo maps with Esri ArcGIS software.
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       This is a general-purpose design and layout quadrangle map based on the traditional USGS quadrangle cells. The domain is a standard
        7.5-minute cell. The scale is 1:24,000.
       National Geospatial Program US Topo Product Standard, 2011.
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What is a US Topo map?


A US Topo map is a digital topographic map that covers 7.5-minutes of longitude by 7.5-minutes of latitude and is produced at a scale of 
1:24,000. US Topo maps are freely distributable and are available for download on the Web from the USGS Store 
(https://store.usgs.gov) in Portable Document Format (PDF) with geospatial extensions. PDF maps can be viewed and printed with any 
conforming PDF software. Versions 9.x and later of Adobe® Reader® and Acrobat® software provide access to the geospatial function-
ality of the US Topo map. Adobe Reader is available for free at http://get.adobe.com/reader. More information about US Topo maps and 
their use is available at https://nationalmap.gov/ustopo.


The base data layer of a US Topo map is a recent orthographic aerial photograph. These orthoimages have been corrected to remove 
scale distortions that result from the varying terrain and deviations of the aircraft’s position from the true vertical. The maps include 
contours that show the shape of the Earth’s surface, hydrographic features such as lakes and rivers, roads, boundaries, and geograph-
ic names. Additional data from the geographic data themes of transportation, names, elevation, hydrography, boundaries, structures 
(such as fire stations) and land cover (such as woodland tint) is being added to the maps as they are updated, resulting in a product 
that will become progressively more robust over time. Feature data is incorporated from national Geographic Information System (GIS) 
databases under the stewardship of USGS data programs. The US Topo map is intended for conventional map users, not for advanced 
GIS analysis. However, most of the data sources used are in the public domain and may be downloaded for free from The National Map 
(TNM) (https://nationalmap.gov).


US Topo maps are revised on a three-year production cycle.


Symbols on US Topo Maps


The underlying orthoimage for each US Topo map shows those features on the Earth’s surface that are visible to the eye. Because each 
map is made at a scale of 1:24,000 (one inch on the map represents 24,000 inches or 2,000 feet  on the ground), selected features are also 
shown and emphasized by symbols, geographic names, and highway route numbers.


Map features may be represented as points, lines, or polygons. They incorporate different colors and patterns to distinguish between 
feature types and to show each feature’s importance. For example, a perennial stream is symbolized by a solid blue line while an 
intermittent stream is shown by a blue dashed and dotted line. A large reservoir is depicted by a polygon while a small reservoir may be 
shown by a point symbol if it is too small to show as a polygon.


Point symbols of different shapes and sizes depict features such as structures, dams, gates, rocks, waterfalls, and wells. Linear map 
symbols (lines) show such features as roads, rivers, boundaries, and contours. Color is used to show the class of information: topo-
graphic contours in brown, streams and rivers and other hydrographic features in blue, and roads in black and red. Areal features are 
outlined to depict the areal extent and may also be emphasized by a color tint. Names and labels are shown in different type fonts, 
sizes, and colors.


The unique feature of a topographic map is the contour. These lines do not exist on the Earth’s surface. They join points of equal eleva-
tion above a zero level surface (such as Mean Sea Level) and therefore show heights of the land and reveal the shape of the land 
surface. Heavier brown lines are index contours and are labeled with the elevation they represent. Closely spaced contours indicate a 
steep land slope; widely spaced contours show more level ground. The elevation difference between adjacent contours is the contour 
interval. A map of a relatively flat area may have a contour interval of 10 feet. In steep areas an interval of 100 feet or more may be 
used to avoid coalescence or convergence of the contour lines. The contour interval is always noted below the bar scale in the map 
marginalia.


The cartographic representation of roads has been updated from a characterization based on organizational maintenance (Interstates, 
US routes, State routes, etc.) to a functional classification defined as follows:


• Expressway1: A controlled access, divided arterial highway for through traffic.
• Secondary Highway1: Hard surface highways including secondary State routes, primary county routes, and other highways 


that connect principal cities and towns, and link these places with the primary highway system.
• Local Connector1: Hard surface roads not included in a higher class and improved, loose surface roads passable in all kinds 


of weather. These roads are adjuncts to the primary and secondary highway system and represent major arteries through 
populated places.


• Local Road1: Roads used primarily for local traffic.
• Four Wheel Drive Road1: Unimproved roads passable only with four wheel drive vehicles.


1 Federal Highway Administration Planning Glossary - http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/glossary/glossary_listing.cfm 17JUL2019ver7.4
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Note:  Symbols use transparent color. When these 
symbols overlap the colors blend. This alters their 
appearance from how they are represented in the map 
legend. 
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*Currently on Alaska US Topo maps only
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